The optical constants of thin films of CsI, KI, and KBr and the quantum efficiency ͑QE͒ of planar photocathodes made with these alkali halides in the 53.6 -174.4-nm spectral range are presented. The optical constants were obtained from measurements of the reflectance as a function of incidence angle. The effect of film heating and exposure to UV irradiation on the optical properties and on the QE of the three alkali halides was investigated. KBr was found to be the most stable material for both heating and UV irradiation. KI appeared to be close to temperature stable, whereas UV exposure affected its optical constants. CsI optical constants changed after 420 K heating and after UV exposure. The changes in the optical constants were related to the QE changes, and a certain correlation between both variations was determined. However, it was also demonstrated that the QE changes cannot be explained solely by the changes in optical constants.
Introduction
The photocathodes made with alkali halides have attracted considerable interest in recent years, as they provide an efficient means for UV photon conversion over a wide spectral range of the extreme-UV ͑EUV, 10 nm Ͻ Ͻ 100 nm͒ and far-UV ͑FUV, 100 nm Ͻ Ͻ 200 nm͒ radiation. Among these materials, thin films of CsI, KI, and KBr exhibit relatively high quantum-efficiency ͑QE͒ values and, therefore, are extensively used in EUV and FUV detection devices. The optical characterization of films of the above materials in the EUV and FUV spectral range is necessary for optimization of the QE of photocathodes made with these films.
The optical constants of single crystals of CsI ͑Ref. 1; for wavelengths longer than 112.7 nm͒, KI ͑Refs. 2-5; for wavelengths longer than 35.4 nm͒, and KBr ͑Refs. 6 and 7; for wavelengths longer than 31.0 nm͒ have been described in the literature. However, in the EUV and FUV spectral range thin films of these materials have not yet been fully characterized. Eby et al., 8 Teegarden and Baldini, 9 and Saito et al. 10 performed absorption measurements for many alkalihalide thin films, although neither optical constants nor absorption coefficients were determined. Lu and McDonald 11 measured CsI thin-film transmittance at wavelengths longer than 115 nm. They used an unspecified approximation to obtain the absorption length from transmittance measurements. Boutboul et al. 12 published absorption-length data for thin films of CsI, KI, and other alkali iodides in the 140 -220-nm spectral range.
Here we report in vacuo room-temperature measurements of the reflectance and the optical constants of as-deposited, as well as annealed to 420 K, and UV-irradiated thin films of CsI, KI, and KBr. The measurements were performed in the 53.6 -174.4-nm spectral range. We also directly measured the changes in QE of planar photocathodes made with the three materials. We calculated their QE variations by using the measured values of the reflectance and the optical constants and by assuming that the photoelectron transport properties remain unchanged after treatment. The measured and calculated values of QE variation were then compared.
Experimental Techniques

A. Thin-Film Optical Characterization
Thin-film deposition, EUV and FUV reflectance measurements, and sample treatments were performed in the Metal Optics Laboratory at Instituto de Física Aplicada, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas ͑CSIC͒ by use of a reflectometry-deposition system that has been described elsewhere. 13, 14 The reflectometer is equipped for in situ UHV thin-film deposition and allows for reflectance measurements in the 50 -200-nm spectral range for incidence angles that vary from near normal to near grazing. The system contains three connected vacuum chambers: a sample transfer chamber, a deposition chamber, and a reflectometry chamber.
In the deposition chamber the alkali halides were sublimated from Ta boats provided with a ChromelAlumel ͑K type͒ thermocouple to control the temperature. The sublimation temperature was always maintained below the melting point to minimize the possibility of dissociation of the compounds. We used 99.999% purity powder CsI, KI, and KBr. The film thickness was calibrated by use of Tolansky interferometry. The deposition process for CsI was performed at a rate of approximately 4 nm͞s, and the rate for KI and KBr was approximately 1.2 nm͞s.
The base pressure in the reflectometer chamber ͑when isolated from the lamp and the monochromator͒ was 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 Pa. Typical pressures at different experimental stages comprised approximately 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 Pa in the deposition chamber during alkalihalide deposition, 10 Ϫ6 Pa during sample heating, 10 Ϫ5 Pa during UV exposure, and 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 Pa during reflectance measurements. The residual gas in the reflectance measurement chamber consisted mainly of a nonoxidizing gas mixture ͑93% He, 3% Ne, 3% Ar, and 1% N 2 ͒ that flowed in the discharge lamp, a small fraction of which reached the UHV reflectometer chamber through several differential pumping arrangements. The above mixture of gases was used to have a discharge with the spectral lines of the four gases at a time. The reflectance measurements were performed at room temperature ͑ϳ300 K͒.
We performed UV irradiation of the sample in the sample transfer chamber using an Oriel 200-W, Hg-Xe lamp placed in front of a MgF 2 window. The lamp was calibrated and provided a radiation flux on the sample of 4.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 W͞ mm 2 , which corresponds to 5.5 ϫ 10 11 photons͞mm 2 ͞s at the 253.7-nm Hg line.
The sample treatments and reflectance measurements were performed as follows. First, a thin film of an alkali halide was deposited onto a 50.8 mm ϫ 50.8 mm ϫ 3 mm float glass substrate. After deposition, the sample was transferred to the reflectometer chamber, and its reflectance was measured in the 53.6 -174.4-nm spectral range for several incidence angles. The sample was then transferred back to the treatment chamber for each annealing or UV irradiation treatment and returned to the reflectometry chamber for new reflectance measurements. After heat treatment the sample was allowed to cool down to room temperature before new reflectance measurements were performed. All the above procedures were carried out without breaking vacuum.
B. Photocathode Preparation and Characterization
The efficiency of photoconversion of CsI, KI, and KBr films was characterized with flat reflective photocathodes in the Space Sciences Laboratory at the University of California at Berkeley. We deposited Ϸ800-nm-thick films of CsI, KI, and KBr by sublimation on polished stainless-steel substrates ͑4 cm ϫ 4 cm͒ at a rate of Յ2.0 nm͞s and at pressures ϳ2.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 Pa. The samples were prepared in conditions as similar as possible to those prepared at CSIC for reflectance measurements, within the differences of the two experimental setups. After deposition, the chamber was purged with dry nitrogen and all the samples were then briefly exposed to air ͑ϳ6 min͒ during their transfer from the deposition station to the QE measurement vacuum chamber. The samples were mounted on the front face of a custom-made electrometer, which allowed us to measure the photocurrent from the photocathodes with an accuracy of approximately 0.5 fA. A positively biased mesh was positioned 3 mm in front of the photocathodes to provide efficient photoelectron collection. All the QE measurements reported in this section were performed at normal incidence. The quantum efficiencies of the photocathodes were measured with monochromatic radiation provided by a gas-discharge, hollowcathode source in combination with a 1-m grazingincidence monochromator. The absolute QE data were derived from the flux-measurement comparisons with a reference standard: National Institute of Standards and Technology ͑NIST͒-calibrated EUV ͑windowless͒ and FUV ͑sealed͒ photodiodes. The spectral response of the as-deposited photocathodes was measured several hours after deposition and then remeasured after heat treatment and UV exposure. Heat treatment and UV exposure of the samples were performed in situ and did not require breaking vacuum. The UV radiation for the study of the sample aging was provided by a mercury-vapor, pen-ray lamp installed in the chamber at a distance of ϳ0.5 m from the samples. The incident photon flux from the lamp at the plane of the samples was measured to be 1.15 ϫ 10 10 and 4 ϫ 10 8 photons͞ mm 2 ͞s for 253.7-and 184-nm wavelengths, respectively. The thermally treated samples were heated from the rear side with a resistive heater to temperatures of approximately 370 K for 4 -6 h and then allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of several hours.
Reflectance Measurements and Optical Constants of the Three Alkali Halides
The reflectance measurements for the thin films of the three materials were performed at nine incidence angles that varied from 5°to 80°within the horizontal plane of incidence of the reflectometer. These measurements were used to obtain the optical constants of the films. We calculated the optical constants by minimizing the following merit function:
where R exp i is the reflectance measured at the incidence angle of i , and R͓ i , n j , k j , p͔ is the calculated reflectance for the trial set ͑n j , k j ͒ of optical constants at the jth iteration and for the degree of polarization of beam p, which will be defined below. The amplitude reflectance of the multilayer vacuum-thin-filmglass substrate for s and p polarization is given by
where r ij s,p are the well-known Fresnel reflection coefficients at interface ij for incoming radiation with parallel ͑p͒ or perpendicular ͑s͒ electric vectors, respectively; 1 stands for vacuum; 2 represents the thin film; and 3 represents the substrate. ␤ is a complex function given by
where is the incidence angle of the beam, x is the film thickness, n 1 is the refractive index of the incidence medium, n 2 is the complex refractive index of the thin film, and k 0 is the free-space wave vector. Radiation that entered the reflectometer chamber was partially polarized. The degree of polarization is defined as
where I p and I s are the intensities of the incident radiation with the electric vector parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the incidence plane. p was a known, wavelength-dependent parameter of the monochromator, which had been determined previously along with the optical constants of the glass substrates, which were also used in the calculation of the optical constants of the alkali halides. The reflectance of the multilayer vacuum-thin-film-glass substrate is given by
where R p and R s are the intensity reflectance for p and s polarization, respectively. They are equal to the square modulus of the amplitude reflectance for the parallel and perpendicular electric vectors, respectively, given in Eq. ͑2͒. Surface roughness was neglected in the calculations.
A. CsI Films Figure 1 shows the near-normal reflectance of a 400-nm-thick CsI film. The curves in this and the following figures were drawn to connect data points.
In the same figure we plot the normal reflectance of CsI crystals, calculated by use of Palik's compilation 15 of the optical constant data from Ref. 1 . Table  1 shows the optical constants for as-deposited CsI films, as well as for films that were heated to 370 K for 5 h, then heated to 420 K for 2 h, and finally exposed to UV radiation for 8 h. The optical constant data for the as-deposited film are also shown in Fig. 2 . The error bars were calculated in terms of the uncertainty in the reflectance measurements ͑Ϯ2%͒, film thickness ͑Ϯ5 nm͒, degree of polarization ͑Ϯ0.05͒, and optical constants of the glass substrate ͑Ϯ0.05͒.
Heating the sample to 370 K had almost no effect on the optical constants of CsI. The further temperature increase to 420 K resulted in a decrease of the imaginary part of the refractive index k over the whole spectral range investigated, whereas the real part, n, did not change significantly. Exposing the sample to UV radiation resulted in a further decrease of k for wavelengths of 120.0 nm and longer, and a small increase of n for wavelengths longer than 113.5 nm. The sharp peak, exhibited by k at 93.2 nm for the as-deposited film, remained unchanged after heating to 370 K, but almost disappeared after further heating to 420 K. The peak of n at 96.4 nm also remained constant after heating the sample to 370 K, but decreased considerably after the subsequent heating to 420 K. Figure 2 compares the current optical constants for the as-deposited CsI films to k data obtained from the absorption-length measurements by Boutboul et al. 12 and to the optical constant data for crystalline CsI compiled by Palik 15 from Ref. 1. For the wavelengths shorter than 109 nm we provide what to our knowledge is the first data for CsI optical constants in the literature. In the 109 -125 -nm range our data and the data for crystalline CsI are close. At longer wavelengths, the optical constants n and k as well as the reflectance for the crystalline CsI are considerably higher than those for our thin films, which could be attributed to physical differences between CsI films and crystals, such as compactness, density, and surface morphology. The k values of Boutboul et al. 12 exceed the current data in the coincidence range ͑141.3-174.4 nm͒. This disagreement could possibly be due to the difference in film thickness, which is 400 nm for our films and 5-75 nm in Ref. 12 . The optical properties of thin films change for some materials with the film thickness, as for KBr films, which is mentioned in Subsection 3.C. The stoichiometry of the films, and hence their optical properties, can also be affected by molecular dissociation in the sublimation process. To minimize this effect, we deposited the CsI films, as well as the KI and KBr films, at a low temperature of the sublimating material. Figure 3 shows the near-normal reflectance of a 400-nm-thick KI film. In the same figure we plot the normal reflectance of a KI crystal calculated from Palik's optical constant compilation. 16 Table 2 shows the optical constants for the as-deposited KI films and also for the KI films that were heated to 370 K for 5 h, then heated to 420 K for 2 h, and finally exposed to UV radiation for 8 h. The optical constant data for the as-deposited films are also shown in Fig. 4 . Heating the KI films to 420 K produced no significant change in the optical constants over the whole spectral range investigated. However, the exposure of the films to UV radiation had a pronounced effect on the optical constants. Extinction coefficient k of the sample exposed to UV radiation exhib- The films were later annealed to 370 Ϯ 25 K for 5 h ͑370͒, later to 420 Ϯ 25 K for 2 h ͑420͒, and then exposed to UV radiation for 8 h ͑UV͒. ited completely different values for wavelengths of 92.0 nm and longer, whereas its maximum at 132.0 nm disappeared. Refractive index n was higher than that for the as-deposited and for the heated films over the whole spectral range, with a maximum located at 92.0 nm, just where n had a minimum for both the as-deposited and the heated film. Figure 4 compares the optical constants of crystals and asdeposited films. The crystal data were presented in Refs. 3 and 4 and are summarized in Ref. 16 . There is a reasonable qualitative as well as quantitative agreement between these optical constants. The largest difference is for n in the short-and longwavelength extremes. In Fig. 3 there is a more important disagreement in the normal incidence reflectance. Similar to CsI, the different optical properties of KI can be attributed to physical differences between films and crystals. The discrete set of wavelengths available in our reflectometer did not allow resolution of the different peaks observed in the literature for the optical constants of KI crystals.
B. KI Films
C. KBr Films
In the case of KBr films, we selected a film thickness of 100 nm because it maximized the measured EUV reflectance. Figure 5 shows the near-normal reflectance measured for a 100-nm-thick KBr film. In the same figure we plot the normal reflectance of KBr calculated with the optical constants from Refs. 3, 4, and 7 and summarized in Palik's compilation. 17 There is a remarkable agreement between the film Table 2 . Optical Constants ͑n, k͒ of As-Deposited and Treated KI Films The films were later annealed to 370 Ϯ 25 K for 5 h ͑370͒, later to 420 Ϯ 25 K for 2 h ͑420͒, and then exposed to UV radiation for 8 h ͑UV͒. and the crystal reflectance, in contrast with the above data for CsI and KI. Table 3 shows the optical constants for the as-deposited KBr films and also for the KBr films that were heated to 420 K for 2 h, and then exposed to UV radiation for 8 h. The optical constant data for the as-deposited KBr films are also shown in Fig. 6 .
As mentioned above, the 50 -100-nm-thick KBr films exhibited a higher EUV and FUV normal reflectance than the 400-nm-thick films. This difference might be attributed to a smoother and͞or more compact structure of the 50 -100-nm-thick films, which were therefore selected for the optical constant determination. The optical constants of KBr did not change significantly after either heating the samples to 420 K or exposing them to UV irradiation. The only considerable change was in the peak of n at 113.5 nm for the as-deposited and the heated films, which shifted to 124.4 nm for the UV-irradiated films. Figure 6 compares the optical constant data of the as-deposited films and of the crystals. Crystal data were taken from Ref. 17 , which summarizes the results of Refs. 3, 4, and 7. Both data sets show a considerable qualitative agreement, although there are large quantitative differences, which could arise from possible physical differences between films and crystals. Again, the discrete set of wavelengths available in our reflectometer did not allow resolution of all the different peaks that were observed in the literature for the optical constants of KBr crystals.
Quantum Efficiency of Planar Reflective Photocathodes
A. Quantum Efficiency Variation with Heating and UV Irradiation
Here we describe the measurements of QE for planar reflective CsI, KI, and KBr photocathodes, which were carried out in the Space Sciences Laboratory at the University of California at Berkeley. In this study we compared the experimental data for QE variation with heating and UV irradiation with the results of our theoretical calculations based on the measured optical constants. The experimentally measured absolute values of QE of the as-deposited CsI, KI, and KBr photocathodes obtained at normal incidence are shown in Fig. 7 . Following these measurements, we heat treated or UV irradiated the pho- Table 3 . Optical Constants ͑n, k͒ of As-Deposited KBr Films The films were later annealed to 420 Ϯ 25 K for 2 h ͑420͒ and then exposed to UV radiation for 8 h ͑UV͒. tocathode samples and subsequently remeasured their QE after each treatment. The relative variation of the photocathode sensitivity after heat treatment is shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ . The QE of the KI and KBr photocathodes remained almost unchanged after heat annealing, whereas the QE of the CsI photocathode increased by Ϸ20% at 180 nm. The data of Boutboul et al. 12, 18 showed that heat annealing did not result in any variation of the absorption length and of the electron escape length in CsI photocathodes. The fact that these two parameters have not changed suggests that CsI QE has changed in our samples because postevaporation heating either lowered the electron affinity or induced the removal of residual water and͞or other molecules from the surface, which improved the electron emission. However, the desorption of water molecules, mentioned as one of the reasons for the sensitivity increase, 12 cannot solely explain the QE enhancement. Otherwise KI, which is the most sensitive to water-vapor exposure among the materials studied, should have exhibited the largest increase in sensitivity. Figure 8͑b͒ represents the QE relative variation after the samples were UV irradiated. The sensitivity of UV-irradiated CsI and KI photocathodes was reduced considerably, whereas in KBr samples ͑not shown͒ the degradation was not as pronounced. A detailed study of the stability of alkali-halide photocathodes under UV irradiation can be found elsewhere. 19 -24 A previous study of the crystalline structure of fresh and UV-irradiated CsI photocathodes with the help of transmission electron microscopy 23 demonstrated that evaporated films have a polycrystalline structure. Furthermore, we did not observe any change in the CsI film surface morphology or crystalline structure after it was exposed to 10 15 photons͞ mm 2 irradiation with 253.7-nm photons. However, the decay of the CsI films under an electron-beam bombardment appeared to be more pronounced for the UV-irradiated samples. We assumed the latter fact could be explained by the presence of color centers in the irradiated samples, which, in turn, increased the trapping of the bombarding electrons.
Here we try to correlate the variation of the film optical constants described above with the reduction of the photocathode efficiency. We calculated the variation of the KI photocathode quantum efficiency assuming that only the optical constants changed after the samples were UV irradiated. The model we used for these calculations is based on the photocathode QE model suggested by Fraser, 25 and it is described in detail in Ref. 26 . For the calculations we used the optical constants of the as-deposited and UV-irradiated film that were presented in Section 3. We assumed that the photoelectron excitation, transport, and escape parameters did not change with photocathode aging under UV irradiation. By assuming that the photoelectron parameters remain constant and by comparing the calculated results with the measured data, we can determine whether the variation of the optical constants can solely explain the sensitivity reduction or the electron transport properties are also modified by UV exposure. The circles in Fig. 8͑b͒ represent the results of our calculations for the KI photocathode QE variation with UV irradiation. The observed discrepancies between the calculated and the measured data, shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ , revealed that the changes in the optical properties of photocathodes cannot solely explain the observed QE changes after heating and UV irradiation, but the variation of the electron transport properties should also be taken into account. At the same time, the angular response of the photocathodes was simulated with the measured optical constants, and it is presented in Subsection 4.B. The formation of color centers, which changes both the UV absorption coefficient and the photoelectron escape length, can present a possible explanation for the sensitivity degradation under UV illumination.
B. Angular Variation of Photocathode Sensitivity: Measurements and Calculations
Variation of the photocathode QE with the incidence angle can result in significant nonlinearities in response of imaging and spectroscopic devices ͑see, e.g., Ref. 27͒. We experimentally measured the QE variation of KBr photocathodes with the angle of radiation incidence in the 25-115-nm spectral range and compared these data with the results of our theoretical calculations, based on the model suggested by Fraser. 25 The comparison is shown in Fig. 9 . The model calculates the probability of photon absorption at a particular depth in the photocathode, the probability of producing a photoelectron, and then the probability of this photoelectron to escape back into vacuum. The optical constants for these calculations were taken from the measurements described above and from Ref. 17 . A detailed description of our calculations can be found in Ref. 28 . The results of theoretical calculations of the photocathode angular response are in a good agreement with the measured data, which validates the optical constants reported in Section 3. We have shown that the angular response of alkali-halide photocathodes can be estimated if both the optical constants and the electron transport parameters are known for a particular material. Optimization of the detection device parameters in terms of incidence angles can substantially improve the efficiency of the space-flight instruments. For example, the bias angle in microchannel plates in the Galaxy Evolution Explorer ͑GA-LEX͒ NASA flight detector was chosen to be 19°to optimize the detection efficiency of the device. 29 
Conclusions
We obtained the optical constants for thin films of CsI, KI, and KBr in the FUV and EUV spectral ranges, in which only the optical constants of crystalline CsI, KI, and KBr were previously available. At wavelengths shorter than 112.7 nm no optical constant of CsI in any form was previously available. The optical constants of thin films of KI and KBr showed reasonable agreement with the crystal data. However, there was considerable disagreement between the thin-film and the crystalline data for CsI at wavelengths for which crystal data were available. In our opinion, the observed differences in the optical constants of the thin film and crystal are likely to be explained by physical differences between films and crystals, such as compactness, density, and surface morphology.
Samples of the three materials were exposed in situ to thermal treatment and UV irradiation. Among the three photocathode materials investigated, KBr was the most stable to thermal treatment and UV irradiation. Its optical constants were barely affected by the treatments, whereas those for KI thin film exhibited the largest change after exposure to UV radiation. The optical constants of CsI film changed after both heating and UV irradiation. We observed a correlation between the changes in optical constants and QE of thin-film photocathodes: CsI exhibited the largest change both in optical constants and in QE with heating and UV irradiation, whereas KBr was the most stable among the studied materials. However, the QE variation of these photocathodes cannot be explained solely by changes in their optical constants after UV irradiation and heat treatment. A combination of changes in the optical properties and in the electron transport properties of these materials is likely to be responsible for the observed sensitivity variation. The results of our angular QE variation studies showed that the optical constants reported in this paper proved to be useful for the estimation of sensitivity variation with the angle of radiation incidence. Fig. 9 . Angular variation of KBr photocathode quantum efficiency at different wavelengths normalized to the efficiency at normal incidence. The separate points correspond to the experimental data. The curves represent the results of theoretical calculations.
